2016-17 RCS High School SUPPLY LIST

Necessary supplies for All High School Students

- Two 1-inch, 3-ringed binders
- 20 divider tabs
- Binder paper for notes and homework (see #4 below)
- Two spiral notebooks
- 2GB flashdrive with student name on it
- Ten sharpened pencils (#2 or mechanical pencils)
- Eraser – recommended brand: Pentel
- BIC multicolored pens – blue, red, green, black
- Four highlighters – yellow, green, orange, pink
- 12 Colored pencils or set of colored markers
- 12” ruler with inch & millimeter markings
- iPad headphones/earbuds

- Scientific Calculator Texas Instruments TI-30X IIS (not on a cell phone/iPad)
- 500 3x5 cards for the school year
- 500 4x6 cards for the school year
- Grades 9 and 10 only - Redwood Christian P.E. Uniform (purchased from Bancroft Uniforms at the Back-to-School BBQ), proper undergarments, two pairs of white socks, tennis shoes (preferably white) and gym bag to hold clothes/shoes.
- 4-5 boxes of facial tissue twice a year: August and January (give to office)

Specific supplies for HS Classes

Algebra I
- Scientific Calculator = Texas Instruments TI-30XIIS
- Spiral notebook ~ dedicated to math if paper is preferred for classwork and notes

Advanced Math
- Scientific Calculator = Texas Instruments 30X IIS
- Spiral notebook ~ dedicated to math if paper is preferred for classwork and notes

Algebra II / Algebra II/Trig
- 3 Subject spiral bound notebook with polyethylene cover, 150+ sheets

AP Calculus
- Graphing Calculator, Texas Instruments TI-89 Titanium (required)
- Spiral notebook ~ dedicated to math if paper is preferred for classwork and notes

AP Literature
- AP Literature - spiral notebook ~ dedicated to AP Lit class

Chemistry
- One binder ~ dedicated to Chemistry
- Periodic Table Binder Insert 8.5 x 11 laminated

English
- Journal notebook dedicated to English III

Spanish I
- Two 120 page spiral notebooks

Statistics
- Graphing Calculator, Texas Instruments TI84

Academic Assistance Program
- Roget’s Thesaurus (paperback)

Notes:
1) PLEASE label everything for easy return when dropped or mislaid.
2) Space for storing things is limited, so please do not bring extra or oversized items.
3) Plan on replacing paper, pencils, and book covers as needed throughout the year.

We are looking forward to another great school year!!!!!!!!! Thank you in advance for your cooperation.